
GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS TABLE BUSINESS PLAN

Palms and Bonds business development business plan financial plan. The table below summarizes key financial
assumptions, including day average collection days, sales entirely on invoice basis including the General Assumptions.

In our application you will find most of the tips included in this guide along with precise examples for each
section of the plan. Do you have the funding to run your company until it becomes profitable? It is always
better when one can put a face on a name! Start-up Funding In this section you will list the sources and uses of
funds required to start your business. Do not try to tell everything about your business. You need to identify
the different segments in your market and explain who you are going after and why. It could be that you are
looking for someone with these skills or that you have a board member or a non executive director that can fill
the gap. However, newbies often forget or feel inadequate to explain their assumptions in text format.
Personnel Plan In the personnel plan section you must explain how many people you will employ and what
will be their roles. You must include a projected income statement, balance sheet and cash flow statement for
the coming three to five years. Your financial assumptions will be challenged. Products and Services The key
to writing a good product and services section is to be precise about the product or service you sell, the client
you are targeting, and the channel you are targeting him through. Competitive Edge The competitive edge part
is where you answer investors' favourite question: "what makes you different from the competition? Is it
something they need such as food? Regulation In this section you need to details which regulation is
applicable to your sector and how you are going to comply with it. The first part of the strategy section is the
Competitive Edge sub-section which is where you explain your market positioning. Of these only the last two
are flexible. You want to send him in the right direction! The advantage of this technique is that it allows you
to maximise the price of your goods and services. The disadvantage is that it usually requires to try different
price points in order to find the right market price. It is also important that you mention if any of your
co-shareholders brings more than just money to the company for example if one of your shareholders is an
expert in your industry and also brings advices and credibility to the company. However, assuming they are
experts in your industry is a mistake. It could be that you plan a new shop opening or that you will increase
support staff with sales. The most important factor in our case is collection days. Cash flow as first priority,
growth second, profits third. Market Analysis This part is a summary of our article on how to do a market
analysis , please refer to the article for more details The objectives of the market analysis section are to show
the investors that: the market is large enough to build a sustainable business you know who your customers are
and why they buy despite the competition, it exists a gap in the market where your business will fit The first
step of the analysis consist in assessing the size of the market. Base your income and expense assumptions on
factual, verifiable information. Also, base your sales volume assumptions on realistic statistics, easily verified
by a quick market analysis. Willingness to follow the company and contribute valuable input to strategy and
implementation decisions. You can then switch to quarterly projections for years three through five. But you
must explain the derivation and calculations to give business plan readers confidence in your data. The second
one is also crucial as it impacts your profitability and your ability to scale. Research to Demonstrate
Profitability Every entrepreneur assumes he will be profitable, but that assumption must be borne out by
market research, budgeting and sales projections. Some of the items you need to cover are who are they? Once
you have estimated the market size you need to explain to your reader which segment s of the market you
view as your target market. Ok, so now we know who you will target and how you will price your products.
You must identify the key assumptions underlying your financial forecasts. This is a commitment you are
making to your investors and you will be judged on your ability to achieve these goals. You also need to
mention the main terms you have negotiated with your suppliers price, days of credit, delivery schedule, etc.
Unless accounts receivable are typically large in your industry, do not project high balances. Construct an
Income Statement Construct your income statement on a month-to-month basis for the first one to two years.


